
 

 
 
Standard Bank “Bid Only” In a whole range of “Busted Instalments”  
 
I would like to delve a little deeper into a category of Instalment which I will term a “Busted” Instalment. 
Interestingly both normal Share Instalments and a Turbo’s can become a “Busted” Instalment. Think of 
them very much in the same light as one would consider a Fallen Angel. 

1
 In essence a “Busted” 

Instalment is one where the share price has fallen close to the exercise price of the Instalment, 
meaning in essence that there has been a large decline in the price of the underlying since the 
Instalment was issued.  
 
Why is this relevant?  
The relevance comes from the fact that in the structuring of Standard Bank Share Instalments the bank 
prices in some share price protection for the purchaser. What this means is that in a worst case 
scenario, if a share over which a Share Instalment is issued falls below the exercise price of the Share 
Instalment, that the maximum amount the client will lose is the amount invested in the Share 
Instalment.  
 
This is achieved by including a put option as part of the structure with an exercise price and expiry 
date the same as that of the Share Instalment. When an Instalment is issued the cost of the put option 
is very little for a normal Instalment (due to the fact that it’s a 12-month 50% out the money option) and 
higher for a Turbo Instalment (being a 12-month 25% out the money option). But for a “Busted” 
Instalment it will be high as you are paying for an at-the-money put which is much more expensive, this 
is especially true if the Instalment still has a long time till expiry.  
 
The important point to note is that not only are you in essence borrowing a much larger amount (the 
strike price) but the added cost of the put increases the implied funding rate for “Busted” Instalments, 
making it higher than would normally be the case and resulting in the time decay of these Instalments 
being elevated. The effective gearing of “Busted” Instalments can also be extreme – in some instances 
up to 10 times or me.  
 
In Summary Busted Instalments will be: 

• Where the underlying is trading within 10% of the strike price of the Instalment  
They will have 

• Very high levels of gearing  

• Very high implied funding rates i.e. high levels of time decay 
 
After the recent volatility in the equity markets there are a many instalments that are now 
“busted”. Standard Bank will be “bid only” in the instruments listed below. By “bid only” 
we mean that the bank will only be buyers of the Instalment according to the Instalment 
matrix and no longer sellers. The fact that it is “sold out” does not compromise existing 
holders of the Instalment as the bank remains a buyer (bid) to enable them to exit their 
positions.  
 
Please be cautious when purchasing these instruments as there may be other sellers in 
the market (not Standard Bank) and always consult the matrix before trading to avoid 
paying above the fair value, matrix offer, price.  
 

SPGSTB PPCSTC MVGSTC 

BAWSTB MTXSTB DDTSTB 

                                                 
1
 a fallen angel is an angel that has been exiled or banished from Heaven 



PGRSTB BATSTB SIMSID 

SUISTA GNDSTB SLMSTB 

WHLSTA LEWSTA DTCSTB 

SNUSID NTCSTB AVISTA 

NPKSTB FOSSTA FWDSTC 

MTASTB RBXSTB MPCSTA 

FWDSTB ABLSTB  ACLSTB 

INPSTB GFISTB   

 
Should you have any queries please contact our desk on 0800 111 780.  
  
Confidentiality & Disclaimer 
This document does not constitute an offer, or the solicitation of an offer for the sale or purchase of any investment or 
security. This is a commercial communication. If you are in any doubt about the contents of this document or the 
investment to which this document relates you should consult a person who specializes in advising on the acquisition of 
such securities. Whilst every care has been taken in preparing this document, no representation, warranty or undertaking 
(express or implied) is given and no responsibility or liability is accepted by the Standard Bank Group Limited, its 
subsidiaries, holding companies or affiliates as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein. All 
opinions and estimates contained in this report may be changed after publication at any time without notice. Members of 
the Standard Bank Group Limited, their directors, officers and employees may have a long or short position in currencies 
or securities mentioned in this report or related investments, and may add to, dispose of or effect transactions in such 
currencies, securities or investments for their own account and may perform or seek to perform advisory or banking 
services in relation thereto. No liability is accepted whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from the use of 
this document. This document is not intended for the use of private customers. This document must not be acted on or 
relied on by persons who are private customers. Any investment or investment activity to which this document relates is 
only available to persons other than private customers and will be engaged in only with such persons. In European Union 
countries this document has been issued to persons who are investment professionals (or equivalent) in their home 
jurisdictions. Neither this document nor any copy of it nor any statement herein may be taken or transmitted into the 
United States or distributed, directly or indirectly, in the United States or to any U.S. person except where those U.S. 
persons are, or are believed to be, qualified institutions acting in their capacity as holders of fiduciary accounts for the 
benefit or account of non U.S. persons; The distribution of this document and the offering, sale and delivery of securities 
in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. Persons into whose possession this document comes are required by the 
Standard Bank Group Limited to inform themselves about and to observe any such restrictions. You are to rely on your 
own independent appraisal of and investigations into (a) the condition, creditworthiness, affairs, status and nature of any 
issuer or obligor referred to and (b) all other matters and things contemplated by this document. This document has been 
sent to you for your information and may not be reproduced or redistributed to any other person. By accepting this 
document, you agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations. 
Unauthorised use or disclosure of this document is strictly prohibited. 
 
 

 


